
TIPS SHEET - FRANCE MEETING THURSDAY, 24 NOV 2022

RACE 1 6:20 PM  |  $24,000  |  CHANTILLY  |  1600m
 	 1	 SONGSTER (FR) Impressive debut winner who won by 2.50 length last start. Will continue the great 

form here.

 	 3	 MANDEGA (FR) Looks suited here and can sneak into the minors.

 	 5	 CORIA (FR) Yet to break through in two runs but has been thereabouts. Last start was 4 lengths 
back in fourth over 1800m at Longchamp. Ready to open her account.

 	 7	 SKADI (FR) Don’t underestimate.

 	 2	 LINGOTTO (FR) Has ability and deserves another chance.

RACE 2 6:50 PM  |  $22,000  |  CHANTILLY  |  2700m
 	 4	 KOSAKENZIPFEL (FR) Overdue for a maiden success having placed at all three career runs the latest. Go-

ing well and gets chance to break through.

 	 9	 SAINTE MARIE (GER) First-up here. Has ability on her day but would prefer to see how she has returned. 
Others offer more appeal.

 	 7	 AHA (FR) Drops in distance from the latest outing when second over 2900m at Clairefontaine 
finishing 1.3 lengths off the winner. Must be respected.

 	 6	 SPEEDY ANGEL Steps out over more ground this time. Can do better.

 	 8	 KILIA (FR) De Treville filly out of Wakiglote.

RACE 3 7:20 PM  |  $19,000  |  CHANTILLY  |  1900m
 	 4	 MENILLES (FR) Has had two runs since a break the latest a ninth at Bordeaux beaten 6 lengths. 

Untried over this journey but is very fit. Rates highly and can play a major role.

 	 7	 OBDURATE Easy winner last time by 2.5 lengths over 1650m at Amiens. Suited here.

 	 5	 CIRCO MASSIMO Form since resuming has been disappointing last start finishing 15th over 2500m at 
Deauville All Weather. Struggling to make a case.

 	10	 ANODIKOVA (FR) In the money two starts back at Lyon-la-Soie but couldn’t back that up when un-
placed over 2400m at Lyon-la-Soie last time. Capable of sharp improvement.

 	14	 LADY MILLION (FR) Offered little last start when friendless in betting over 1800m at this track. 

RACE 4 7:50 PM  |  $12,000  |  CHANTILLY  |  2100m
 	 8	 MALECON (FR) Has been out of the money recently including last time out when 13th over 1650m at 

Amiens a week-and-a-half ago beaten 11 lengths. Better suited here. 

 	13	 NEVER WITHOUT YOU Strong top-three chance.

 	 7	 MEJAEN Can find the frame with the right run.

 	15	 SIEGFRIED LINE (GER) Finding it hard to break through finishing sixth last time out over 2200m at Amiens. 
Some claims at odds. 

 	 2	 ABORIGENE (FR) Well placed and can do much better.

RACE 5 8:25 PM  |  $14,000  |  CHANTILLY  |  2100m
 	 3	 MORAL GAGNANT (GER) Returned to the winners’ circle after a long while in the wilderness last time out over 

1900m at Deauville All Weather scoring by half a length. Good chance. 

 	 4	 TORNALDO (GER) Should give a great sight.

 	 9	 RIP Thereabouts last time and is one of the main chances. 

 	 6	 CREAM ICE Genuine hope on latest effort.

 	 1	 SALERNO Has been out of the placings in recent runs. Last start finished 6 lengths from the 
winner in fourth over 2400m at Dieppe. Not the roughest.
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RACE 6 9:07 PM  |  $20,000  |  CHANTILLY  |  1900m
 	 3	 DUC DE KENT (FR) All set to open his account.

 	 6	 DSCHINGIS GRACE (FR) Fair effort last start, beaten 2 lengths into second over 1800m at Lyon-la-Soie. Don’t 
underestimate.

 	11	 ALBANIA (FR) Nicely placed to open her account.

 	 4	 EL CAZADOR (FR) Us the debut performance as a guide. Rates highly.

 	12	 DUNSBOROUGH (FR) Cloth Of Stars gelding out of Deitee.

RACE 7 9:42 PM  |  $22,000  |  CHANTILLY  |  1600m
 	 2	 HAMNET Ran a much better race last time when facing the starter for just the second time, 

finishing second over 1600m at Angers. Improver who can feature prominently.

 	14	 ETERNAL LOVE Last started 14 months ago when beaten 9 lengths into fifth over 1408m at Chelms-
ford AW (UK). Opens this campaign under the care of Henri Devin. Rates highly.

 	 3	 UTOPISTE (IRE) Big chance with improvement likely.

 	 9	 HEAL THE WORLD Encouraging first-up run when finishing 3th over 1600m. Should improve and strip 
fitter.

 	 6	 ZENIGATA (FR) Better than that recent ordinary performance suggests.

RACE 8 10:17 PM  |  $19,000  |  CHANTILLY  |  2100m
 	12	 NAMAR Won by 1.75L in a course and distance handicap on penultimate start. Looks up to 

putting a below par subsequent effort behind to score. Player.

 	13	 KONIG CHOUCHEN Can improve and is a top-three contender.

 	14	 MISS SPRINGSTEEN (FR) Last-start winner worth including.

 	 5	 RIYAK (FR) Good fourth over 1400m at Strasbourg. In the mix.

 	10	 BEAMA Unwanted in the market when resuming last start at Le Croise-Laroche over 1800m 
and finished 14th. Can do much better this time with the run under her belt.


